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P
aul Seely’s charitable comments about

my work (and that of other “concor-

dists”) are much appreciated. I am also

grateful to the PSCF editor for allowing me

this opportunity to respond to the critique.

Seely takes exception to my assertion that

God’s two books of revelation, one verbal

(the Bible) and one expressed in action

(nature), are totally truthful. Perhaps our

greatest point of disagreement has to do

with divine revelation. I take literally the

Bible’s explicit claim that God has spoken

to humanity through both the words of the

Bible and the world of nature. If God, by his

nature, does not lie, deceive, or contradict,

then the record of biology, for example,

will not contradict the record of physics, nor

will the message in Genesis contradict that

in Romans. Neither do I see any possibility

for contradiction between what God reveals

in the Bible and what he reveals in nature’s

record.

However, I do expect disagreements

between Christian theology and science.

Christian theology is humans’ attempt to

interpret the Bible’s words. Science is

humans’ attempt to interpret nature’s record.

Given that human knowledge remains

incomplete and human interpretation poten-

tially flawed, conflicts between Christian

theology and science can be expected. One

value of a concordist hermeneutic is this:

As scholars seek to reconcile apparent con-

flicts, they often ferret out faulty interpreta-

tions and push back the curtains of ignorance.

A concordist hermeneutic is the heart and

soul of the scientific method, and concor-

dism gave significant impetus to the scien-

tific revolution.

One fallacy in Seely’s critique lies in his

presumption that a proven failure on my

part (or another interpreter’s part) to con-

cord Genesis 1–11 perfectly with nature’s

record would prove the fallibility of Genesis

1–11. Such a proof would simply document

my fallibility, however, not (necessarily) the

Bible’s inaccuracy. But I must go on to ask

if Seely truly has identified my various “fail-

ures” to concord Genesis 1–11 with scientific

facts. Let me address his primary charges in

the order they appear:

Charge 1: “There is a virtually unanimous agree-

ment among qualified Old Testament scholars

that the sun, moon, and stars were created on the

fourth day, not just made to appear.” The “made-

to-appear” interpretation is an unsupported

“private interpretation” (p. 37).

Response 1: A look at four of the most

extensive and widely popular commentaries

on the opening chapters of Genesis1 says

otherwise. Only two address when the sun,

moon, and stars were created. Of those two,

one embraces my interpretation,2 the other

Seely’s.3 Of the three best-selling books tar-

geting Bible difficulties,4 only two take up

the issue; both support my interpretation.5

A fairer assessment would be that many

reputable Old Testament commentaries omit

discussion of when God created the sun, moon,

and stars—most likely because they see

Genesis 1 by itself as insufficiently specific.
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Another distortion appears in Seely’s discussion of

the word “created.” Whereas Gen. 1:1 says, “God created

(bara) the heavens and the earth,” Gen. 1:14 says, “Let

there be (haya) lights.” Old Testament scholars agree that

the phrase “the heavens and the earth” represents the

entire physical universe, so I concluded that the creation of

the sun, moon, and stars occurred before the six creation

days. Thus, these objects’ appearance on day four meant

they became visible from Earth’s surface for the first time

on that day. This interpretation seems consistent with

Gen. 1:16. The verb translated “made” takes the form

for action completed in the past.6 I also tested this inter-

pretation against the twenty or more other creation-

themed passages in the Bible. None contradicted it, and

one provided support: “I made the clouds its garment and

wrapped it in thick darkness.”7 This verse, from a creation

account in Job, comments on each of the six creation days.

It explains the “darkness … over the surface of the deep”

(Gen. 1:2) as the result of Earth’s opaque atmosphere

(which initially allowed no light through), not of the sun’s

nonexistence.

Charge 2: “Neanderthals would have to be considered true

human beings” (p. 38).

Response 2: Seely’s citations are out of date and were dis-

puted even at the time of their publication. An abundance

of recent research findings link spiritual activity only to

Homo sapiens sapiens.8 Further, while evidence points to

several “cultural big bangs” (virtual explosions of clothing,

jewelry, art, music, and tool use) coincident with the emer-

gence of Homo sapiens sapiens, no undisputed evidence for

clothing, jewelry, advanced tools, “worship” activity, or

advanced art and music has been found for Neanderthals.9

Stronger evidence that Neanderthals were not human

comes from DNA. Mitochondrial DNA has been analyzed

from the remains of twelve Neanderthal specimens. The

variation in this DNA is remarkably low, indicating

Neanderthals experienced little change over time.10 When

compared to human mitochondrial DNA, the difference is

so stark as to persuade researchers Neanderthals made no

contribution to the human gene pool.11 Recently, research-

ers announced the recovery of intact Y-chromosome DNA

from Neanderthals.12 I predict this DNA will add to the

evidence that Neanderthals are primates, not humans.

Charge 3: The Genesis genealogies cannot be “stretched” to

accommodate Adam’s creation roughly 50,000 years ago (p. 38).

Response 3: Given probable systematic effects, the conser-

vative scientific date for Adam and Eve would be 50,000 ±

30,000 years ago.13 That error bar is significant and suggests

that more research is needed. Second, no Bible scholar can

claim to know how many gaps occur in the Genesis geneal-

ogies. The theological literature includes attempts to push

the Genesis genealogies back far enough to accommodate

the first Homo erectus species (circa 1.8 million years ago).

Most conservative evangelical scholars object to this

extreme stretching, and yet they appear to have no problem

with dates as far back as 100,000 years. I have confirmed

this point firsthand in my lectures on seminary campuses.

The book, Who Was Adam? proposes a calibration for

the Genesis 5 and 11 genealogies.14 Given the fairly accu-

rate historical date for Abraham (4,000 years ago) and the

carbon-14 date for the breaking of the Bering land bridge

(“in his [Peleg’s] time the earth was divided”15), and esti-

mating the actual time between each pair of recorded

patriarchs as proportional to the recorded life spans for

that pair, the date for the creation of Adam would be

roughly 50,000 years ago.

Charge 4: There is a time gap between the biblical assertion

crops and animals were domesticated at the time of Adam’s imme-

diate offspring and the scientific evidence such domestication

occurred about 10,000 years ago (p. 39).

Response 4: As yet, a big difference exists between the

level of domestication the Bible implies for the earliest

humans and the level scientists can measure. The scientific

detection of domestication requires a significant shift in the

DNA or in the skeletal/morphological statistics for the

domesticated species. As The Genesis Question explains,

these scientific tools do not measure the beginning of

domestication but rather the beginning of large-scale

organized agriculture, with intense breeding selection con-

tinuously practiced for many generations.16 For this reason,

such tools would be unable to detect the kind of plant

and animal domestication practiced by twentieth-century

Stone Age tribes.

Contrary to what Seely claims, the taming of wild

mammal herds and the cultivation and processing of wild

cereal grains is consistent with the statement, for example,

in Genesis 4 that “Abel kept flocks and Cain worked the

soil.” Likewise, there is nothing in Genesis 4 that would

demand Cain’s city be large or constructed of materials

capable of surviving 40,000-plus years of natural erosion

and human exploitation.

Charge 5: “If the biblical data in Genesis 4 and 9 are accepted

as accurate, the earliest possible date for the Flood is c. 5000 BC”

(p. 39).

Response 5: Seely’s claim rests on the biblical references

to pre-Flood agriculture, domesticated cattle, and cities

and implements of bronze and iron. As noted above,

there is no biblical imperative to interpret agriculture,

domesticated cattle, and cities in such a modern context.

Moreover, the pre-Flood passages mention only one “city,”

the one built by Cain. As for bronze and iron, archeology

demonstrates that ancient nations frequently gained and

lost metallurgy as a consequence of invasion and genocide.

It seems plausible that the lengthy life spans of pre-Flood

peoples spurred isolated instances of technological
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advance, but the reported wickedness of

these same peoples would likely have

destroyed such advance, as well as any evi-

dence of it.

Seely’s comment that “true human beings

were very probably in Australia long before”

30,000 BP (before the present) seems ques-

tionable.17 For example, recent carbon-14

analysis shows the Jinmium relics’ (thermo-

luminescence) date of 50,000–75,000 BP as

too ancient by a factor of twenty.18 Without

some kind of calibration, luminescence dates

simply provide upper limits. Nevertheless,

I see no basis for disputing other measure-

ments indicating Aboriginal settlement of

Australia 25,000–40,000 years ago.19

Charge 6: The Bible claims that Noah’s flood

was at least 8,000 feet deep and global in extent

(p. 39).

Response 6: Genesis 7 is not the only biblical

text addressing the depth and extent of the

Flood. Psalm 104 (in addition to Job 38–42)

comments on all six creation days. Concern-

ing creation day three, it says:

You [the Creator] covered it with the

deep as with a garment; the waters

stood above the mountains. But at your

rebuke the waters fled, at the sound of

your thunder they took to flight; they

flowed over the mountains, they went

down into the valleys, to the place you

assigned for them. You set a boundary

they cannot cross; never again will

they cover the earth.20

The last sentence virtually eliminates the pos-

sibility that Noah’s flood covered the globe.

Other Old Testament texts (Job 38:8–11;

Ps. 33:7–9; and Prov. 8:23–29) also make this

point. In the New Testament, Peter offers

additional comment: “… the world of that

time was deluged and destroyed” (emphasis

added).21 Peter’s word choice implies Noah’s

world was not the same as the (his) current

world (the Roman Empire22).

The meaning of Gen. 7:19 is clarified

within the text. One can compare Noah’s

view of the receding waters with that of the

dove he releases. (Note that Gen. 8:6 explic-

itly refutes Seely’s assertion, “Noah did not

see outside the ark until the surface of the

ground was completely dried up” [p. 40].)

From Noah’s vantage point the mountains

(or hills) were visible (Gen. 8:5), but the dove

saw only “water over all the surface of the

earth” (Gen. 8:9). At first Noah (Genesis 7),

like the dove in Genesis 8, could see nothing

but water “over all the surface of the earth.”

Seely argues that a flood depth of only

two or three hundred feet would be inade-

quate to move the ark to the base of the

mountains of Ararat (about 700 feet above

sea level). He misunderstood my point. My

reference was to two or three hundred feet

above the Mesopotamian Plain, not above

sea level,23 and in saying the base of the

Ararat hills is “a few hundred feet above sea

level,”24 I meant that to be understood (quite

normally) as between 300 and 900 feet.

Anticipating my response to this point, Seely

claims that floodwaters flowing out to the

Persian Gulf would generate a current too

strong to allow the ark to come to rest on the

foothills of Ararat. As the map in The Genesis

Question shows, the slope of the Mesopo-

tamian Plain from the base of the mountains

of Ararat to the Persian Gulf averages only

0.02 percent.25 Thus, water in the Mesopo-

tamian Plain would tend to stand rather than

flow, a situation similar to what happens

when the lower Mississippi Valley floods.

The Genesis text bears out this scenario

when it reports God removed the water by

sending a wind.26 That same wind may have

driven the ark toward the base of the Ararat

foothills. One reason for the floodwaters’

slow (nearly year-long) recession may have

been the addition of runoff and snow melt

from the hills and mountains surrounding

the Mesopotamian Plain.27

Charge 7: Use of “baked brick” and “asphalt

for mortar” proves the Tower of Babel incident

could not have occurred any earlier than 3500 BC

(p. 41).

Response 7: His point may seem reasonable

at first, in that the earliest (large) brick-and-

tar structures unearthed by archeologists date

back to about 3500 BC. However, the Hebrew

text is unclear as to exactly what kind of

brick-making and brick-laying technology is

implied. In any case, a lack of evidence does

not constitute proof. There is no basis for

determining whether anyone attempted to

build such structures. Moreover, the biblical

text does not specify the size of either the

city or the tower, the latter of which was

never completed. The text says only that the

building project had begun. Given the effects
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of erosion, the limitations of archeological research, and

the common practice among ancient peoples of exploiting

building materials from ruins, the lack of evidence cannot

be claimed as proof of conflict between the text and science.

Charge 8: The contradiction between the “bed” in Gen. 47:31

and “staff” in Heb. 11:21 proves the Bible contains historical

errors (p. 42).

Response 8: The original Hebrew manuscripts of Genesis

did not include vowels. Without vowels there is no distinc-

tion between the Hebrew words for “staff” and “bed.”

Noting this fact, the NIV linguistic team translated the

word in Genesis as “staff,” with a footnote referencing

its possible meaning as “the head of his [Jacob’s] bed”

(also an object used for support). However, even if in some

instances a small translation error were to creep in (and

such errors have been detected, though none significantly

affect the meaning of the text), that occurrence does not

negate what is meant by “inerrancy.”28 Biblical inerrancy

does not claim all translations are without error only that

the original autographs accurately communicate what

God by his Spirit inspired the various writers to record.

Charge 9: Genesis 1–11 accommodates early Mesopotamian

beliefs and traditions about early human history—even to the

point of “departing from the facts and clothing the message in

the cultural terms of the people to whom it is given” (p. 43).

Response 9: In The Genesis Question, I provide a side-by-

side comparison of Genesis 1–11 with the Mesopotamian

Enuma Elish and the Gilgamesh Epic. That comparison

shows that the Bible in no way borrows from, acquiesces

to, or accommodates early Mesopotamian beliefs and

traditions.29 In fact, so different are the agendas, motives,

chronologies, and scientific and historical details that most

conservative Old Testament scholars view Genesis 1–11

as a bold polemic against the creation and flood myths of

the early Middle Eastern world.30

I must also question Seely’s premise that Bible texts are

aimed exclusively (or primarily) at their writers’ contem-

poraries. As Peter points out, the human authors them-

selves recognized that much of what they recorded was

not for their own or their contemporaries’ comprehension

but rather for future generations.31 The same Peter says,

“For prophecy never had its origin in the will of man,

but men spoke from God as they were carried along by

the Holy Spirit.”32 Since the Holy Spirit reveals truth,

not falsehoods,33 Peter’s statement affirms Scripture’s

historical and scientific accuracy.

Charge 10: “Neither Jesus nor any of the apostles or prophets

ever set forth a teaching aimed to teach science or correct the

science of the times.” God “does not reveal scientific truths which

would advance the scientific understanding of his chosen people

beyond that of the rest of humankind,” leaving it “completely in

the hands of humankind” (p. 43).

Response 10: This is where I take personal exception

to Seely’s position. God brought me to faith through the

abundant and up-to-date scientific accuracy of the Bible’s

content vis-à-vis the sparseness and inaccuracy of such

content in other “holy” books. The quantity and specificity

of the Bible’s commentary on nature’s record stunned me.

Much of what I found proved valid thousands of years

ahead of its time.

A good example of science in advance of its time would

be Bible passages describing the big bang cosmology.

As The Creator and the Cosmos documents,34 the Bible

repeatedly and explicitly identifies (1) a single cosmic

beginning, including the beginning of space and time;

(2) fixed physical laws; and (3) continuous expansion of

the universe. Until the twentieth century, only the Bible

revealed all these cosmic features. As I described in

The Fingerprint of God, for several decades many astrono-

mers resisted the big bang model precisely because of

its biblical implications.35

The Genesis creation accounts also accurately predicted

Earth’s primordial conditions: opaque atmosphere, uni-

versal surface water, and conditions unfit for life. Genesis

teaches that God created life in a progression from simpler

to more complex. It says God ceased creating life after

God created Eve. That is, the Bible predicts a specific

history of life on Earth and a specific, dramatic change

in speciation.

Finally, because no one can claim complete and perfect

understanding of either the Bible or nature’s record, the

concordist’s job is never done. For that reason, I continue

to revise and update books, such as The Creator and the

Cosmos and The Genesis Question. Readers interested in my

response to those parts of Seely’s critique not addressed

here are encouraged to call our weekly live Web broad-

cast, Creation Update,36 and to visit our website, which

includes archives of past episodes.37 �
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